Mississippi

Scenes representative of Mississippi at work and play, together with scenes of the many attractions we have to offer. You are invited to tour our state, over roads classified among the best in the nation. Whether you plan to visit our state or make it your home, you're always welcome.

Every kind of relaxation can be had in the many state parks of Mississippi.

Along the Mississippi Gulf Coast you will find beautiful beaches, unmatched opportunities for swimming and sunbathing to fit the pace of all.

Thousands of lakes that abound in bass, crappie, and trout.

Year-round grazing makes Mississippi ideal for cattle raising and dairying. Both are, and have long been "big business."

Industry has flocked to Mississippi in recent years because of ideal climate, concentrated labor, cheap power, and an assured welcome.

Doar's Field of the Cloth of Gold.
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Vicksburg National Military Park — every state who had sons in the Civil War, has a monument similar to this one of Mississippi.

For many years Mississippi has had a reforestation program that is already paying off in perpetual skills for some saw mills, and more later.

One of the beautiful and lasting bridges spanning rivers and streams of Mississippi.

Cloud castle casually modern highway path to elsewhere world.